3-PART COMMUNITY FORUM SERIES
Presented by

The Moorestown Township Board of Education
Communications Committee
“Navigating Stress in Moorestown!”
Our children have amazing potential and unprecedented access to opportunities to maximize that
potential. While we all seek to do everything we can to support our students, we know that there are many
challenges facing them. We are holding a series of Community Engagement Forums over the next few
months to seek to help us understand more fully the challenges they are facing, the stress it is causing, and
the effects of that stress. We will also explore how we can continue to evolve the educational
environment, resources, and opportunities we provide for our students.

SAVE THE DATES!
February 13th - In this meeting, we will focus on identifying the key challenges and stresses facing our
students that are causing anxiety and other harmful effects. Our administrative team will present details
about what they have observed and then lead us in a group discussion to round out the perspective.

March 26th - Our second meeting will focus on how our students are dealing with the stress and anxiety
they are feeling. From physical and mental health issues, to drug and alcohol usage, and other harmful
effects and practices, we will have an open discussion so that we can work collectively on understanding
and developing effective solutions for students.

May 14th - The third meeting in the series will focus on the path forward. We will have a discussion about
evolving our general approach with the World Class Learner conversation. This conversation involves
more fully integrating social and emotional learning, the evolution of our curriculum to include more
authentic problem solving and critical thinking opportunities, and strategic usage of technology. The goal
will be a discussion around the strategies and solutions that we can support together to create a more
student-centered learning environment that values and promotes the individual genius in each of our
students.
All Meetings will be held at 6:30 PM in the WAMS Media Center

Please join us in this critical conversation!

